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Abstract The significant feature of coalbed in China is the low permeability. A new unsteady seepage flow model is
developed for the low permeability coalbed by considering the startup pressure gradient and methane desorption effect.
Since the complexity of the problem, a new method which we call it “L-FVM” is developed, based on comparing the
normal numerical calculation methods and comprehension research on FVM. The results show that L-FVM has the
same precission but higher calculating velocity than normal FVM. This result is very important for monitoring the area
pressure drawdown in coalbed methane engineering.
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INTRODUCTION

The resource of coalbed methane is 36.8×1012 m3 in China, and it takes the third place in the world [1]. But the
significant feature of coalbed in China is the low permeability distinguished with the coalbed in the USA. Some tech-
nology used well abroad is not suitable in china. In low permeability coalbed, fluid flow must overcome the startup
pressure gradient. A new unsteady seepage flow model is developed for the low permeability coalbed by considering
the startup pressure gradient and methane desorption effect. Since the existents of the startup pressure gradient term
and the methane desorption effect term, it is too difficult tosolve the problem by using analytical methods.

FVM is a numerical method which developed from the late 1950safter Godunov [2]. In 1980s [3], the research
and application of FVM take a long way since the development of mesh technique, especially the unstructured mesh.
During this period [3], total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme and a serials effective methods were generated such
as Upwind-FVMGudunov-FVMRiemann-FVM and TVD-FVM etc, butthey all worked on the calculation structure.
Here, based on comparing results of the normal numerical calculation methods and comprehension research on FVM,
a new FVM named L-FVM is developed by the Laplace space transformation.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

By considering the low permeability feature and the desorption phenomena of the coalbed methane, a new mathematical
model is developed for the unsteady fluid flow in the low permeability coalbed.

Governing equation of fluid flow in the coalbed
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Initialconditions : pD|TD
= 0 (3)

Outer boundary conditions:

Forinfiniteboundary : pD|xD,yD→∞ = 0 (4)

Forconstantpressureboundary :pD|Γout = 0 (5)

Forclosedboundary :
∂ pD

∂n
|Γout = 0 (6)

Where: pD is the dimensionless pressure,TD is the dimensionless time,xD,yD is the dimensionless position in the
coalbed,pCD is the dimensionless critical adsorption pressure,α1D is the dimensionless steady adsorption coefficient,
α2D is the dimensionless unsteady adsorption coefficient,λPD is the dimensionless start-up pressure gradient,rD is
the dimensionless distance form the center of the wellbore,θ is the angle value,Γout indicate the outer boundary,Ω
indicate the research region,CDe2S is the dimensionless combined coefficient.

L-FVM METHOD

At first, we should transform the mathematical model into Laplace space. The governing equation of fluid flow in the
coalbed is
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The equations of L-FVM can be derivted as following
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

1. Well test type curve The log-log type curve for the mathematical model is showed in Figure 1. In Figure 1,
it shows that the type curve can be devided into 6 stages. (1) In the wellbore control stage, pressure and pressure
derivative curves are straight lines with slope equals to 1.(2) A transient flow stage. (3) The skin effect stage, there
may apear a variable “bulge” in the pressure derivative curve with different skin values. (4)The radial flow period, the
pressure derivative curve maybe a horizontal line with the value equals to 0.5. (5) The startup pressure gradient effect
stage, pressure and pressure derivative curves both holding up with different startup pressure gradient values. (6) CBM
desorption and outer boundary effect stage, for the circle closed boundary, the pressure and pressure derivative curves
are straight lines with slope equals to 1.

Figure 1: The type curve for the mathematical model
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2. Effect of startup pressure gradientIn the condition of closed boundary, let the combined coefficientCDe2S = 10,
desorption coefficientα1D = 0, α2D = 0, critical desorption pressurePCD = 0respectively, and the startup pressure
gradientλPD = 0,0.01,0.1 respectively, the effect of startup pressure gradientλPD on well test type curves can be seen
clearly in Figure 2. In Figure 2, it shows that the more largerthe startup pressure gradient, the more higher the type
curves holding up.

Figure 2: Type curves with different startup pressure gradients

COMPARISON

1. Comparison of the pressure profile in coalbbedIn order to verify the L-FVM method, we compared the calculation
results of the pressure profile in coalbed with that of the normal FVM method. The results show in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Pressure profiles between FVM and L-FVM

Figure 4: Comparison results of calculating velocity between FVM and L-FVM
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2. Comparison of the calculating timeTo evaluate the area pressure drawdown effects, the seepagefield must be
calculated. L-FVM takes the advantage of high calculating velocity. The comparison results of computing velocity
between FVM and L-FVM on HP 8 700 computer are showed in Figure4.

CONCLUSSION

(1) A new mathematical model is developed for unsteady fluid flow in the low permeability coalbed, by considering
the low permeability feature and the desorption phenomena of the coalbed methane. The effect of start-up pressure
gradient on well test type curve is discussed in detail.

(2) A new calculation method L-FVM is founded by translatingthe equations into Laplace space and solved on un-
structured triangular mesh. The validity and precision of L-FVM are verified by comparing the results with the normal
FVM.

(3) By comparing the computing velocity with the normal FVM on HP 8700 computer, afterTD > 103 the results show
that L-FVM is 5 times faster than FVM.
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